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One of the most important concerns of every parent is to improve the vocabulary and work
knowledge of their children. Sight word games are highly useful in improving the vocabulary of kids
especially during their kindergarten education. It is one of the best methods to keep your children
away from online games or computer games. Most of the people allow their children to play online
games without considering the fact that these games may even lead to increase in violence in their
nature.

Many parents understand the importance of sight word activities. They encourage their children to
play online sight words games as these games help in making them more peaceful and
knowledgeable. Most of the modern games have great graphic interface and animated characters to
keep children interested in sight word activities. Some of the latest games have an interactive
interface where your child can use an input device to answer the puzzle in front of them. These
games help children in learning better words and use interactive interface, which can be addictive;
but addiction towards positive activities is far better than online games.

Some of the famous sigh word games are:

â€¢	Dinosaur Eggs: This game use animated dinosaurs and a word is spelled out loudly. The child has
to click the correct egg to provide the answer of the question.

â€¢	Star world: Another famous game includes an interactive interface where the child has to drag the
objects against their name. Parents can change the settings of the game through teacherâ€™s control
panel. Most of the children love this game over any other online flash games. As parents, make sure
you monitor the child, while playing these games.
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